
Hey! Do you want to become a

***Be(have) Like This And We’ll Sign You Right Up!***  
More information over at casumoaffiliates.com



How To Be An Official  
Casumo Streamer

We are all about supporting you guys on Twitch or Youtube, but let’s face it, it’s a 
competitive world out there. And at Casumo, we have a pretty clear idea on how 

we would like to be promoted. So give this a thorough read through and figure 
out whether you would be the perfect fit for us.

Firstly, you’ll need to have 500+ followers before we can start talking. Meaning 
that if you have an active channel with an existing, engaging community and 

great content, we would probably love to work with you.

Secondly, please draw up a clear idea of your strategy and present it to us. We 
want to know all about your plans and how we can help you to execute them in 

the best possible way.

Did you manage to successfully pass the previous steps? Then yay, welcome to 
Casumo! Your account will be approved. If you didn’t make it yet, please don’t 

give up and come back when you are better prepared and time feels right. 



Business Talk 
We are super excited that you have joined us as an official streamer of Casumo. 

Now let’s talk business! We can offer you an 80% reload bonus - not more not 
less. This is what we offer each and every streamer, which means that everyone 

receives an equal support from our end. Why do we give you a 80% reload bonus 
you wonder? The reason behind it, is because we want the stream to be real-

istic. It will not have the same effect if we give you loads of free money to play 
with whilst streaming, because that way it simply won’t be real.  We want to be 
honest and transparent towards our customers and besides, we don’t believe in 
building a relationship that is only based on us supporting you by giving away 
free money. We would love for you to play at our casino and in return, we sup-
port you in our best possible way. For starters, a revenue share deal up to 40% 

for all the tons of traffic that you will send our way.



NEXT: Put a banner up, get your  
tracking link and ooooff you go

So here we are. Hopefully you are streaming us already and it’s a big hit!  
However, inevitably there are some rules (read: Casumo Law) that deserve  

your full attention and respect - if you want to continue being an affiliate of us.

The Law: Any content or activity featuring, encouraging, or soliciting illegal 
activity is strictly prohibited.

The Language: Be on your bestest behavior whilst streaming for Casumo or 
your account will be suspended in no time. We, under no circumstances, accept 

rude language, threats, any type of harassment, the sharing of inappropriate 
information or any kind of activity that would harm others or Casumo in any 

possible way.

The Content: Respect property rights and do not share wrong information about 
Casumo. We want to avoid disappointed players that have heard or read about 

incorrect information coming from your end.

The Compliancy: If you want to stream in the UK or if you are planning to stream 
in English then you will need to be +25 years old. These are strict rules coming 

directly from the UKGC and we will follow them at all times.

The Mantra: Keep in mind (forever and ever) that you are an ambassador for 
responsible gaming - and act like one.

Thanks a big 
bunch for your 

consideration, let´s 
rock together.

Contact us at affiliates@casumo.com


